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About the Scholar: 
Justin is applying advanced plasma oxidation processes to surpass the purification limitations of current 
water treatment technology. The efficiency of non-thermal plasma in confined spatial and temporal scales 
has been improved using nanostructured emitter electrodes, activated with nanosecond pulsing. The 
understanding gathered from this study will promote the next generation of applications utilizing high 
efficiency plasma. The plasma process operates at low power thresholds, previously thought 
unattainable. High charge density plasma with well-dispersed photo-ionization is possible at atmospheric 
pressure and room temperature. A new series of devices capable of generating this high efficiency 
plasma, as a chemical promoter, are under development for several amazing applications. Justin loves 
the Word of God with all his heart and spends his free time committing it to memory. He enjoys high-
impact competitive sports and being in the solitude of nature. 
 
Benefits to Society: 
Portland area residents are twice as likely to develop cancer from breathing benzene than the nationwide 
average. What comes from cars, smoke, industry, pharmaceuticals and agriculture run-off inevitably 
makes it into groundwater, and its accumulation in groundwater is an unavoidable problem that is 
aggravated by our chemical sanitation by-products. Northern California already has to deal with this 
problem in the form of accumulated caustic halo-acids, harmful by-products of water purification 
chemicals. 
 
It is not possible with current techniques to mineralize chemical contaminants in drinking water below the 
levels that could cause side effects through long-term exposure. These advanced oxidation processes 
are able to take 10 ppm concentrations and reduce them by 6 orders of magnitude or more using clean 
electrical energy. The additional possibilities of fuel desulfurization, waste flare gas recovery, and clean 
chemical-less gas phase initiated chemistry await discovery. 
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